Delhi Tourism invites the estimates from printing agencies for printing of its Annual Report for the financial year 2018-19 on the following specifications:

1. Number of copies
   - 200 copies in English: 60 pages approx.
   - 200 copies in Hindi: 60 pages approx.
   - 200 copies abstract in Urdu: 04 pages
   - 200 copies abstract in Punjabi: 04 pages

2. Printing single colour 100 GSM

3. Cover page multicolour 170 GSM

4. Job includes translation into Hindi, Punjabi and Urdu and cover design

Note: (1) Cover page’s designing is also to be included in the estimate /rates.
   (2) RATES SHOULD BE EXCLUDING THE GST.

The consolidate rates in sealed cover envelope may be submitted to:

Office of Company Secretary, DTTDC of above mentioned address and on the top of envelope it should be clearly mentioned that estimate for printing of annual report 2018-19. Your estimate /quotation must be reached on 30th October, 2019 by 12.00 Noon.

Company Secretary